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where 

ni. 2 = {(ag- a 2) s1 + ag (s1 -- s3) + b2s1 

+ (sia- s~a + s1r:3g) [-l 2 ± [(sia- s;a -- s1s3g)2 ~4 

- 2m1 (s3g- s1a)2 p2 + 2a2e~ (s1a +sag) p2 

+ 2b2s1 (asi- as;+ gs1s3 ) p:!- 8abgs1s2s3p2 

+(gsa- s1a)2 a2 + b2s1 (&2s1 - 2a2s1 + 2ags3 ))'/,} 1 2s1agp2 , 

a= fL1! (P·i -11.~), b = 11.2 I (p.~-tJ.i), g = I.' I.La. 

The regions of integration are determined by the 
following inequalities (cf. reference 3): 

In the case of a non -gyro tropic uniaxial crystal 
( E2 = b = 0 ) we have 

From the above it is apparent that the radiation 
intensity for an anisotropie dielectric (JJ.1 = JJ.a = 1) 
differs from an isotropic dielectric only in that 
E- E1• In this case, in general E3 does not ap
pear in the final expression. The formula for the 
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THE following numerical relation exists between 
the gravitational constant G = 6.673 x 10-8 g-1 cm3 
sec - 2, the electron mass m, the electron charge 
e, and the fine structure constant a= e 2/lic = 

(137.0377 ± 0.0016)-1 

This relation is extremely sensitive to the value 
of the fine structure constant; nevertheless, the 
numerical relation holds to an accuracy of 1%. 

It may be assumed that this simple relation is 
no accident. 
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isotropic case coincides with the well known ex
pression obtained by Frank1 (cf. also reference 4). 
It should be noted that the results which have been 
obtained apply for Cerenkov radiation of a small 
closed current loop. In this case by JJ.o we are 
to understand the magnetic moment associated 
with the current loop. 

The author is indebted toN. M. Polievktov
Nikoladze for his interest in this work. 
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THE phenomenon of saturation is a characteristic 
property of a system of nucleons. At the present 
time it is believed that saturation is due to certain 
attributes of two-body nucleon forces - namely 
the repulsion at short distances and the exchange 
character of some of the forces. The main fea
tures of contemporary phenomenological nucleon
nucleon potential are deduced from meson theory. 
Thus repulsion at short distances is related to 
the existence of the function o ( r) in the second
order interaction potential of pseudoscalar meson 
theory. The energy of a system of nucleons de
pends strongly on the radius of the repulsive core 
and on the admixture of exchange forces. A de
crease in the radius of the repulsive core and in 
the amount of exchange forces leads to a consid
erable increase in the binding energy of a system 
of nucleons .1 

According to present-day ideas about hyperons 


